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Abstract : 

All archaeology needs patience and takes time and humility during phases of interpretation. 
Many errors are first required before being able to access, sometimes, to hidden meaning of 
things. That is the same for an archeology of the geographical imaginary of an author as 
Julien Gracq for who we propose an approach to his work that became legendary "Le rivage 
des Syrtes" published in 1951. Others before us have tried such an exercise (M. Brosseau, J.-
L. Tissier, Y. Lacoste, etc..). Revealing the "underside of maps" means attempting to 
demonstrate that maps have a hidden and imaginary power, a fantasmatic, a fantastical and a 
legendary power that can be reached only by a geographical consciousness coupled with an 
advanced mastery of mapping. To these two qualities that Julien Gracq had, was added a 
passionate admiration for the author for maps, seen as "something really magical, with an 
inexhaustible wealth, for which you have to reveal the "obscure message" of an enigma which 
seems to rise slowly towards you"(JR Vanney). 

For Gracq as for Aldo, the central character of "Le rivage des Syrtes", maps are much more 
than just pieces of paper describing territories, with their limits, their frames, their colors, 
their symbols and toponyms. In the second chapter entitled "The maps room", maps are not a 
simple representation of space, a conceptual, image-making and reducing illustration of Syrtes 
territories against those of Farghestan. By inventing a sort of a new mapping paradigm, maps 
ARE the territory. They re-present it, that is to say they produce a new materiality to a 
territory that seems to disappear under the weight of an infinite and anxious expectation to an 
invisible enemy. Maps fill up instead of a reality synonymous with vacuum, of absurdity of 
limitless space, of indefensible borders, of lack of an unknown enemy, of a deafening but still 
threatening silence. If "geography is first used to make war" (Y. Lacoste), for Aldo maps are 
first used to gain power over territories Inspired by a similar conviction, Julien Gracq 
confessed one day "I feel to own land or region when I look at maps". Without maps, Aldo's 
existence itself takes the appearance of vacuum, without any reference to provide guidance, 
without scale to provide proportions. Aldo has a vital need of maps in the aim to access to a 
sense of geographical reality that is disappearing facing at endangered Farghestan. André 
Breton wrote "Beyond what is happening or not, the wait is beautiful". For Julien Gracq, 
maps put material forms to the immaterial, due to their evocative power. For Aldo, maps will 
allow him to reverse his perception of waiting, because they are carrying an imaginary able to 
make him transcending the feeling of a human being, who became almost unreal, in charge of 
a mission in a land and a war that is almost legendary. 


